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When is a hate crime
not a hate crime?

      Until, like, last week, I totally didn’t understand the rules for third and fourth thesis 
readers. According to some of  my senior friends who actually have their shit together, 
your third reader has to be from the same “division” as you, but not the same major. 
Boring. The fourth reader, on the other hand, can be literally anybody with at least a 
master’s degree. Fuck yeah. So many great options, now. But who will I choose? Help 
me, dear reader. I’ll write out some pros and cons lists to get you started, but from 
there, I will rely on all of  you to guide my hand. You are the ghosts; I am merely the 
ouija board.

Ron Jeremy (Master’s Degree in Special Education)
Pros:
-His version of  “Wrecking Ball” is super great
-He’ll definitely get any awful sexual innuendos I sneak into my introduction
-His presence will throw all my other readers off  track, perhaps making it harder for 
them to ask really tough questions
-He’s obviously willing to do just about anything for money, so bribery is not off  the 
table
Cons:
-I’d probably need to bring a hell of  a lot more beer than would otherwise be necessary
-I seriously cannot afford to be covertly judged on my appearance during thesis orals

My Uncle Morton (PhD in Dairy Sciences)
Pros:
-Nepotism
-A cow kicked him repeatedly in the head last year, and now all he can say is “Nice.”
-He could probably bring a cheese platter, which would be pretty cool, I guess
-Nepotism
Cons: 
-He might bring a cow (con?)
-He has a seedy past life that naysayers could use against us both
-He is, in fact, a felon. (See: seedy past life)
-The Dairy Sciences program at Midwest Bible College Online has lost accreditation 
since he got his degree, so that could get a little messy, I guess

Commons George (Someone told me he was on an orals board once, so he has 
to have a Master’s Degree, right? Like, it’s probably true, if  someone said it.)
Pros:
-Why is this even a question???
-Best Commons worker, obv.  (Editor’s Note:  Well excuuuse me. I get no respect. -ER)
-He would almost certainly bring snacks
-I live off  campus now and I miss him.
Cons: 
-He’d probably start to hand my thesis back to me, but just, like, not let go, then start 
laughing, and I’d kind of  really need my thesis back, but we’d end up playing tug-of-
war with it, and that might get weird
-That’s it. End of  list.

Neil deGrasse Tyson (Master’s Degree in Astronomy; PhD in Astrophysics)
Pros:
-Smart
-Seems really chill, somehow, you know?
-Consulted on Interstellar, which was pretty cool, overall, except that weird love subplot, 
but, like, I doubt he was consulted on that, so w/e
-Star power
Cons:
-Smart (will see through my bullshit)
-Might think psychology is not a science, like those bastards in the Bio department, 
damn them
-Might think psychology IS  a science, and that I am doing it wrong

Chuck Tingle (PhD in Holistic Massage)
Pros:
-Totally Buzzfeed-famous right now
-Writes gay erotic e-books about dinosaurs and unicorns and bigfoots (bigfeet?) and 
anthropomorphic airplanes and sells them on Amazon. As Morton would say: nice.
-I need to start networking with published authors if  I want my career to go anywhere
-Worse at graphic design than me, so probably won’t judge my shitty chi-square tables 
too hard
Cons:
-None

Pending: wint (@dril)

        In the evening of  the 10th, three Muslim students from Chapel Hill, NC were 
shot and killed by their neighbor. In the aftermath, news outlets have been struggling 
to determine whether the murder qualifies as a hate crime: the murderer, Craig Stephen 
Hicks, was a militant atheist and repeatedly expressed disdain for and aggression 
towards religion, particularly Islam. Nevertheless, the police department initially cited 
“parking disputes” as the motivation for the crime, and reporters are struggling to 
parse the conflicting accounts.

        “I mean, sure, the guy could have been motivated by bigoted convictions, but his 
wife says that’s definitely not the case,” a reporter from CNN who preferred to remain 
anonymous said on Friday. “And who are we supposed to trust, the Muslim commu-
nity or some police officers from the South and a murderer’s wife? I think you know 
the answer already.”

        Congress defines a hate crime as a “criminal offense against a person or property 
motivated in whole or in part by an offender’s bias against a race, religion, disability, 
ethnic origin or sexual orientation.”1 However, there appears to be widespread doubt 
as to whether the crime meets even this fairly broad definition. “In the wake of  the 
Charlie Hebdo shooting and its backlash, there’s definitely plenty of  tension surround-
ing Muslim communities in the US and Europe, but is that actually enough to make 
someone kill people? Nah. You know what is? Parking spaces. Yeah, definitely that.”

        As of  Saturday, rumors have been circulating that a screenplay is in the works, 
attempting to capitalize on the success of  American Sniper by depicting Hicks as a 
noble, tortured soul defending his parking space from his evil neighbors.

1fbi.gov
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        The state of  Oregon is in a state of  turmoil this week, as Governor John 
Kitzhaber has finally made up his mind to resign the post and hand it over to Kate 
Brown, who will supposedly become the nation’s first openly bisexual governor -- 
although I must say I have some questions about her predecessor’s orientation, given 
his tragic devotion to the lovely Oregon.

        Kitzhaber flip-flopped at first; he was having some trouble deciding whether 
he wanted to abandon his long-standing relationship with the state government. The 
problem was that he was cheating on it with Cylvia Hayes, who turned out to be a 
selfish and conniving scandal-magnet. 

        “Eh, you know, I didn’t do anything wrong, per se, but when this shit happens 
with my fiancee I kind of  have to step back and question how I really feel about 
politics,” said Kitzhaber in an exclusive Pamphlette interview. “I couldn’t really defend 
Cylvia’s actions, but in the wake of  all the finger-pointing I felt it was time to get out 
of  bed with the government. I will miss it dearly, but I think this is the right choice.”

        Now, I don’t know if  you believe that being attracted both to women and to 
political structures constitutes bisexuality, but Kitzhaber’s successor is the one getting 
all the attention for representing LGBT citizens. Kate Brown, currently Oregon’s 
Secretary of  State, will take office on Wednesday. 

        An openly bisexual governor has still never won an election, however, and the 
test will come next year when the gubernatorial race is held. I strongly suspect that 
Brown will lose to an even more progressive candidate -- a lizard person, perhaps. 
Who knows what the future holds for our state’s unstable office?

by FS

Oregon’s Governor Yet to
Reach Final Form

by ER

I, for one, welcome our new
bisexual overlords.


